
Ankorstore, the leading European marketplace in empowering independent
retail, made retailers save 2.3M€ due to discounts during the first successful

Black Friday dedicated to local businesses.

By initiating the first Black Friday campaign dedicated to independent retailers, the
European B2B marketplace Ankorstore took its mission to make local stores

competitive against the big players to the next level.

22th November 2021, Paris - One month before the official Black Friday kick-off,
retailers could benefit from significant brand discounts on the Ankorstore platform in
order to be able to pass them on to their customers without suffering a negative
impact on their margin. At the same time, independent brands could attract many
new buying retailers and saw their sales figures skyrocket.

Ensure Black Friday benefits for independent local stores
During the campaign, which took place from October 25th to November 2nd, orders
increased by 30% on the platform, especially in the categories Home & Living,
Groceries and Beauty. The total amount saved by retailers due to discounts was
2.3M€. “This great success proves that independent retailers were in need of support
ahead of Black Friday'' confirms Nicolas D’Audiffret, co-Founder and co-CEO of
Ankorstore. “Normally, they dread the event, because they cannot afford it financially
to offer high discounts like Big Retail and e-commerce giants. We wanted to give
them a real fighting chance against the big corporations this year. Due to the
pandemic, independent retailers have already been through a lot over the past
months and Black Friday could make things worse than ever for them, especially
leading into the holidays, the most important time of the year. Therefore, we
launched our special Black Friday offer one month before the official Black Friday, in
order to give retailers the necessary time to shop on our platform for their inventories
at discounted prices. They can now apply their own discounts to customers and this
way benefit from Black Friday consumer spendings on their personal scale” explains
D’Audiffret.

A win-win situation for both retailers and brands
This first and largest Black Friday discount ever offered to independent retailers
across Europe incited many of them to discover unique independent brands for the
first time on Ankorstore. In addition to Ankorstore’s general 10% discount on all



brands, thousands of brands added individual discounts up to 50% during the
campaign. Those who chose to offer additional discounts registered an overall rate
of more than 60% turnover in comparison to those who did not. Although brands
without an individual discount also saw their sales significantly increase.

Positive feedback from all over Europe
In the wake of the event, Ankorstore received overwhelmingly positive feedback from
both brands and retailers. For instance, French retailer “Les pépites de Mariettes”
confirms that the special Black Friday initiative from Ankorstore allowed them “to
offer discounts without impacting [their] margin for Black Friday and also for the end
of the year holidays”. For the German shop “Makana Trend GmbH”, the “Black
Friday promotion week at Ankorstore has made it possible to order new products
and save at least 10%.” Regarding the fact that 10% in wholesale means 40% in
retail, store owner Heiko Koch comments “this helps us as an independent retailer to
keep up with the discounts of the big chains."

Great deals at the right time
On the brand side, the UK beauty brand “Mad Beauty”, which received many orders
during Ankorstore Black Friday, says “we love to work with Ankorstore for our
European markets. It has been such a game changer in reaching independent
retailers, especially in France.” And the Danish brand “Magni ApS'' perfectly sums it
all up "Black Friday on Ankorstore was a great opportunity for retailers to get a great
deal for their own Black Friday. It was a nice thought to set it up weeks before Black
Friday, so the stores could have their items ready. For brands, it was also a good
opportunity to get new retailers to know their brand. We had a great experience with
lots of orders, and we are already looking forward to next year. We had around 30
orders in one week on Ankorstore, so it was very successful!"

Call to consumers to discover Black Friday offers in physical stores
“Our idea and movement has been followed by a lot of retailers who understood our
mission for this event. The results and feedback from them are above our
expectations” comments Nicolas D’Audiffret. “Now, we are calling consumers to get
on board and shop locally instead of participating in the general online shopping
frenzy that only benefits the big players. Their local stores are doing their very best
to provide not only discounts, but also the best shopping experience showcasing
very special products and offering instant gratification, as you can see, touch and
immediately take your purchase home with you. So please use this crucial end of
year period to support your local shops” pleads the CEO.

Ankorstore, whose mission is to create equal opportunities for independent retailers
across Europe, has established itself as the number one European B2B marketplace
as well as one of the fastest growing tech companies in Europe. Since launching in



2019, it is now working with more than 100,000 independent retailers and 10,000
brands across 23 EU countries.

About Ankorstore
Ankorstore is a curated marketplace connecting independent brands with the most loved
local retailers. Ankorstore equips retailers with the tools and terms to grow and manage their
business and enables brands to build their wholesale business across Europe. Today,
Ankorstore is working with more than 100,000 independent retailers and 10,000 brands
across 23 EU countries. Ankorstore was founded in November 2019 by four French
e-commerce entrepreneurs: Pierre-Louis Lacoste (former Etsy country manager), Nicolas
d’Audiffret and Nicolas Cohen (founders of A Little Market) and Mathieu Alengrin (former
Head Engineer at Vestiaire Collective). The company has offices in Paris, London,
Amsterdam, Düsseldorf and Stockholm. To learn more, visit www.ankorstore.com

http://www.ankorstore.com

